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Abstract
The task of researching and developing information retrieval systems is becoming important in the big data age. Current
search methods try to mention to fast searching based on keyword matching or similar semantic between query and
documents but have not got a really effective engine for semantic search . In this paper, we propose a method for
information retrieval based on probability inference with the DLMC model to search by semantic equivalents and a topic
word with score for fast searching. Results of the experimental with 952 Vietnamese documents show that our method is
really effective for Vietnamese document retrieval system..
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[5], [9]. Beside of this proposed model, some techniques
for feature reduction are mentioned [8], [9], [11]. By
reducing dimensional size, the number of features will be
reduced, some features that are noise or non – important
can be removed. It make information retrieval system
more effectively, faster and more accuracy. Topic
modelling is the one of model that used in some methods
for feature reduction.

1. Introduction
Information on the Internet is created daily, hourly by
millions of user on the global. Data on social networking
site, personal blogs, personal website, businesses, etc.,
make online information more difficult to handle and can
not to process with manual. Due to the increasing amount
of information, to better store and process information,
data mining tools need to propose and develop.

For some single syllable languages like Vietnamese, deny
words does not based on space, so when working with
Vietnamese language, people often use segmentation tools.
Some current popular tools reach to over 90% accuracy.
However, pre-processing and segmentation words in
Vietnamese text will affect to speed of these systems.
Thus, in the previous works [22], we refer to construction
of notional word to expand topic modelling in order to
better handle input queries. Because the topic modelling
has a relatively small number of words, if the query does
not contain the words in topic, it can be not to recognize
documents that related with query. To overcome these
difficulties we implement the following solutions:

Information retrieval is a sub field of data mining with the
goal of finding the information that matches the user’s
query. Information retrieval task are defined as aggregate
tasks that include: representation, storage, organization,
and access to information items. An information retrieval
system described by the query processing process entered
by the user from the interface. The query will be matched
with the documents in the data store to return equivalent
results, and then they are sorted in the same order as the
query.
Due the important of the information retrieval task, a
number of methods have been proposed [1-5]. Several
models are used as language models, probability models,
regression models; page rank and deep learning have
proven their effectiveness in information retrieval [1-3],

-
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Built a notional words set to expand the search
area of the query and reduce the pre-processing
time of the query and documents in dataset.
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Use the deep level Markov chain model to infer
similarity between the query and related
documents.

from probability [15], [23], we used this model and
improved it in depth level to better reflect on the
information retrieval task.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows, in section 2,
we present related work, in which we focus on two main
issues of fast search and effective search with probability
and language model. Section 3 proposed the Markov
chain and improved Markov chain model. Deep level
Markov chain and its application in information retrieval
will be presented in Section 4. Experimental results of our
method presented in section 5, finally is conclusion.

3. Deep level Markov Chain Model
3.1 Markov Chain Model
The Markov model is one of the most important machine
learning models in some task in NLP or some task in
predicting [23], [24]. To define it properly, we need to
first introduce the Markov chain, sometimes called the
observed Markov model. Markov chains is extensions of
the finite automat. Recall that a weighted finite automaton
is defined by a set of states and a set of Markov chain
transitions between states, with each arc associated with a
weight. A Markov chain is a special case of a weighted
automaton in which weights are probabilities (the
probabilities on all arcs leaving a node must sum to 1) and
in which the input sequence uniquely determines which
states the automaton will go through. Because it can’t
represent inherently ambiguous problems, a Markov chain
is only useful for assigning probabilities to unambiguous
sequences [23], [24].

2. Related work
A number of studies have been proposed for increasing
the efficiency of search engine, in which, some studies
mentioned to indexing documents in database by
organizing or placement methods. An others were
concerned with the fast and accurate matching between
queries and data sets.[4], [8], [16], [21].
There are many machine learning technical that proposed
for information retrieval [1], [7], [15], [17], [19] but
researchers always interested in feature selection and
feature reduction because of its important [10-12]. The
large dimensional data in real - life that make very hard to
improve speed of calculating in any system. Furthermore,
features in real – life sometimes make noise that affect to
accurate of system. So that, there are a lot of studies
concerned select and reduce feature problem. However, it
is not easy to select feature and how to reduce it. In this
paper, we select features (called notional words) include
nouns, verbs and adjectives and maintain it in vocabulary
of system.
Topic modelling is the basic model in natural language
processing. Xing Wei [10] used topic modelling for
information retrieval solution, they proved the effective of
system when tested with TREC data sets after smoothing
queries. Topic modelling was also proven effectiveness in
narrow field information retrieval. Karla L Caballero
Barajas used topic modelling in medical literature
document retrieval [11]. Tuan Cao Xuan et., al also
proposed a methods for mathematical document retrieval
based on topic modelling [12].Ivan Vuli'c used topic
modelling in cross – language information retrieval, they
tested with three sets of data from CLEF 2001-2003 CLIR
with a total of over 400,000 texts, compared to the
BASELINE method with high accuracy [22]. We used
own language model by creating a notional word model.
This notional words set was built from Vietnamese
dictionary combined with an extended words that include
slang words, Internet term,etc.
Several probability models are still attractive many
researchers when work with large data by learns from the
data. Studies have shown that the accuracy of classical
probability models may be better suited to identify
similarities between query and document set or effective
in ranking [6], [19]. A Markov chain model can infer

Figure 1. Markov chain
In figure 1 illustrated a Markov chain that includes three
states q1 , q2 and q3 . These arcs from qi to qi are called
transition probability from states.
In formal, A Markov chain includes parameters:
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Q  q1q2 ..q N

A set of N states

A=a01a02…an1…anm

A transition probability
matrix
A,
each
aij
representing the probability
of moving from state I to
state j. Total probability
from a=1

Q0,qF

Start state and end state
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4.2 DLMC – Information retrieval Model
A Markov chain embodies an important assumption about
these probabilities. In a first-order Markov chain, the
probability of a particular state depends only on the
previous state:

P (qi | q1..qi 1 )  P (qi | qi 1 )

Set q  {q1 , q2 ,.., qn } is the notional words that extracted

from query. D is the document set and denoted by
D  {d1 , d 2 ,..., d n } . In each document d i in D, we can

(1)

extract notional word set d i  {wi1 , wi 2 ,.., win } .
The task of determining a keyword q k

3.2 Deep Level Markov chain model

query or not by matching often brings rapid results. In
cases, semantic of query is equivalent with the document
but they have not any the same terms. Therefore, the
search engine can miss this query. To overcome this, we
used a Deep level Markov chain model (Fig 3) for
inferring semantics. In which, query q has been separated
by notional words q1 , q2 ,.., qn and they are considered

A deep level Markov chain model that improved based
basic Markov chain model. In which, we implement more
parameter ϑ for each state, however this state is not
observation state that inferred from trained set (So that, it
is not a hidden Markov model).
A deep level Markov chain model contains three
parameters:
Q= q1q2..qN

A set of N states

A  a01a02 ...an1...anm

A transition probability
matrix
A,
each
representing
the
aij

the states of DLMC model. The transactions between
states are illustrated by arcs, but in this model, no arrows
on the arcs and it also have no start and end state. There
are no direction movement on the arcs. On each state, we
can infer a set of document D and use similarity of each
A=a01a02…an1…anm
state with each document d i in D for retrieving.
Definition 1. Topic related score

probability of moving from
state i to state j. Total
probability from a=1

I  i1 ,.., ik

Topic related score is defined the co – occurrences of
terms in a document. It is calculated by

Observation probability set
of each state

C (w1 , w 2 ) 
Q0,qF

Compatible score express document d is satisfied with
query Q and it is calculated by:

4. Methodology of Information retrieval

 (Q, d )  

-

(2)

V: verb

-

ADJ: Adjective

x



i 1, j i 1

C (q i , q j )
(4)

C(q i , w m ) : Topic related score between each

notional words in query Q and document d.
C (qi ,q j ) : Topic related score between qi in

In which:
-



C(q i , w m )  

In which:

Notional words set include nouns, adjectives and verbs. In
formal notional word set has been defined as follows

N: noun

x, y

i 1, m 1

4.1 Notional words set

-

number of document that occurrence w1 and w 2
total of document in training set
(3)

Definition 2. Compatible score

In which, number of the observers is equal to each
observation.

  { i |  i  N , V , ADJ }

is contained in

query Q.
-

 ,  : Coefficients

A notional word set has been built in two ways. The first,
we extracted from Vietnamese lexicon, however
sometimes lexicon does not cover the wide range of
words on the Internet, acronyms and slang. So that, we
extended this notional word set from a document set.
These documents were downloaded from the Internet,
after that, notional words was been extracted from its.

3
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Calculate topic related score between notional word
in query Q
Calculate topic related score between notional word
in query Q and document d
Compatible score by

 (Q, d )  

x, y



i 1, m 1

C(q i , w m )  

x



i 1, j i 1

C (q i , q j )

5. Experimental
5.1 Notional word set

Figure 2. DLMC Model for Information retrieval

We used Vietnamese document for experimental. Due to
the lack of corpus in Vietnamese document retrieval field,
so that some researchers still use self- collected data. In
order to obtain empirical data, we download from news
pages like http://vietnamnet.vn, http://vnexpress.net, and
pre-processing. This data used for training, building
notional word set. There are 952 documents in this corpus.

Figure 2 describes the DLMC model. Given the query Q
is separated into 03 notional words q1, q2 and q3. These
notional words are interconnected with each other by
weighted arcs. Each notional word qj in query Q is
matched with document di in document set D for finding
the relation between notional word qj and document di.
Weighted in associated arcs of notional words

A part of notional words we extracted from Vietnamese
dictionary like table 1 bellows, but in the corpus we have
1,022 words.

arc (q1 , q2 ), arc (q2 , q3 ) and arc (q1 , q3 )

is calculated
by the topic related score by formula (3). The relation of
query Q and document di is calculated by formula (4).
The algorithm for information retrieval is presented by
follows:

Table1. Some notional words extracted from
dictionary

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL BASED ON DLMC
Input

word
a dua
a hoàn
a phiến
a tòng
à ơi
ả
ả đào
á nguyên
á phiện
ác
ác
ác
ác báo
ác cái là
ác giả ác báo
ác hại
ác thần
ác thú

Q: query,  : notional word dictionary, D: set of
documents
Output:

 : Set of documents that related with query Q
1.1 Select feature of query Q
For i=1 to length(Q) do
If q[i] ∈  then

select them as feature of query Q
1.2 Select feature of each document in D
For each document dk in D
For i=1 to length(dk) do
If wk[i] ∈  then

select them as feature of document dk
1.3 Calculate compatible score between query Q and
document

4

pos
đg.
d.
d.
đg.
c.
d.
d.
d.
t.
đg.

2

3
1
3

t.
d.
d.
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For addition to this dictionary by slang words, Internet
terms, we extracted notional words from the corpus. Here
is some words that are extracted from document set D.
For this corpus, we extracted 234 notional words.

In which:
- TP – true positive: These are the correctly
predicted positive values which mean that the
value of actual class is yes and the value of
predicted class is also yes.
- FP - false positive: When actual class is no and
predicted class is yes
- FN - false negative: When actual class is yes but
predicted class in no
- TN - true negative: here are the correctly
predicted negative values which means that the
value of actual class is no and value of predicted
class is also no.

Table 2. Some notional words extracted from corpus
word
Selfie
wall
add
Chat
comment
tag
HF

đg

pos

Đg
Đg
Đg
d.

Table 4 is the results of this methodology
2
Hot face

Table 4 Precision and recall

After completing the notional words, we assigned score
by formula (3). In table 3, we illustrated some pair of
notional words with their co – occurrences score.

Topic

Table 3. Co - occurrences words with weighted

Cảnh
(sight)
Bình yên
(quiet)
Thắng lợi
(success)
Mây
(cloud)
Chuối
(banana)
bàn
(table)
Chuẩn bị
(prepare)
Nhảy
(jump)

Nói
(talk)

Hoa
(flower)

Chân
(foot)

Trắng
(white)

0.00520833

0.19965278

0.02256944

0.00347222

0.01128472

0.03993056

0.01215278

0.10763889

0.05208333

0.3671875

0.13541667

0.00260417

0.00130208

0.27083333

0.0078125

0.27864583

0.00086806

0.39583333

0.02951389

0.33072917

0.00173611

0.04861111

0.00217014

0.00173611

0.21267361

0.02951389

0.02083333

0.00434028

0.20399306

0.00303819

0.30902778

0.00607639

Rec

Prec

Business

0.373

0.894

Sport

0.156

0.951

Technology

0.191

0.929

Education

0.391

0.868

Travel

0.356

0.878

Politics

0.267

0.93

Financial

0.42

0.78

We used average of results for comparing with an others
system. In this paper two systems are used for evaluating
with Lucence system [13] and a method in [12] shown
that: Precision of our method is 0.862069 and [12] has
precision 0.816092 with the same corpus.
- The system in [12] only calculates the similarity
between the query and clusters, it does not mention to
rank documents by relation score. Therefore, there are a
number of documents can be retrieved but it is not related
to query.
- The system in [12] only recognizes well when the
documents contain mathematical formulas and topic
modeling in narrow field.
- The system in [12] sometimes cannot find
documents that related to query when query does not
contains terms that contains in topic modeling.

5.2. Evaluating
At the present time, there is no automated tool for
evaluating Vietnamese document retrieval. Therefore, we
used precision and recall for evaluation. In order to
evaluate, we built a system that based on C# language and
SQL Server.

6. Conclusion

TP
TP  FP
TP
Re call 
TP  FN

With the rapid growth of information on the Internet,
require more and more tools for processing and mining
data. So that needs to propose methods or solutions for
improving information retrieval system.
In this paper, we proposed a method that used
linguistic model and Markov chain to speed up the

precision 

5
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[10]

information retrieval system based on notional words and
its co – occurrences score. Firstly, we do not have to
integrate Vietnamese processing tools for processing
queries and documents. After that, we improved the
Markov chain model at deeper level for ranking document
that related to query. So that, our method can reduces
processing time, increase speed of system with high
accuracy.

[11]

[12]
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